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Been Away For Awhile.
November 4th, 2010 by enw
So I know I haven’t updated for awhile; very sorry about that. I know
my millions of fans and readers are simply sitting on the edge of their
seats, constantly hitting the ‘refresh’ button waiting for a new post to
pop up. Well, here it is.
So Halloween was pretty fun. Spent it completely sober which was
definitely the right choice. DPS was rolling just about as deep as the
revelers which resulted in some close calls by friends and some unhappy
calls home by others. I went to some random parties during the
weekend and hung out with some of the frat brothers as well as the hall
mates. Sunday I spent in. The hall was watching a movie and I was
pretty worn out.
Monday night our Intramural Basketball team won our FIRST game!
WIHBNAKJNDFKJLNKJNDF>MNDAS>ND SOOOOOOOOOOOO excited
about that.
Sure it was too a small, slightly tired team, but hey! a win’s a win.  Also,
on wednesday our soccer team won. AGAIN. So we’ll be seeded in the
first slot once the tournament bracket is posted. Really want to win that
championship. It’d be soooooo awesome.
Riley is starring in a show on Saturday that a bunch of my hall mates
and I are going to. We’re all pretty excited about it as they haven’t seen
Riley act before and I know he’s really fun to watch.
OH! Paid off my first credit card bill today. Felt really good, super grown
up and mature. Having said that, as I was typing this I just spilled my
water all over my bed. Awesome.
Today we had a pledge meeting/event, and since all the pledges didn’t
do their homework, we all suffered. Into the Millrace we all went. Some
of us more lucky than others.
I was one of the unlucky ones as I am now sporting two gnarly looking
gashes on the underbelly of my foot. Some of you might be thinking  that
I need to get this checked on as the Millrace is disgusting. Well, I am
going to try and go tomorrow, and, yes, I will be watching it closely. So
not to worry.
OH! the pledge event. Right. We went to a Eugene Generals hockey
game.  it was interesting to say the least. We ended up just screaming
and banging on the glass as obnoxiously as we could and had a really
great time doing it.
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It won’t be so long in between submissions next time. Promise.
P.S. Love you mom for finding my Kairos Cross.
Posted in Uncategorized | No Comments »
Folklore midterm
October 25th, 2010 by enw
Basically dominated that test. Did not think it was going to be as easy as
it was, but, alas, college never ceases to amaze me.
Posted in Uncategorized | No Comments »
Grades, Barns and The Drinks of the World
featuring my new friend “The Porcelain Bowl”
October 24th, 2010 by enw
So I got my first midterm grade back: B. Not incredibly happy with it,
but it’s better than a lot of other people. I really need to focus on what
the question is asking and trim the fat of my short answers. Right now I
have a solid B in that class, possibly a B+ but it’s college, pluses don’t
mean much anymore do they?
I also took my math midterm on Friday, not too hard at all and I’m
hoping to get that grade tomorrow, but who knows?
Went to Alpha Phi’s Barn Party with my friend from high school Ashley
Ternan. It was a lot of fun and I’m really happy I rallied through my cold
to go. Unfortunately, our other friend, Katie, had one too many drinks
and ended up going back to her room shortly after arriving at the
location of the party. We took a buss about 20 minutes outside of
Eugene to get to our barn, which was more of a warehouse with saw
dust on the ground, but either way, it was awesome. Good music, fun
people and great outfits are all anyone really needs to have a good time.
Speaking of good times; Saturday and PhiPsi’s “Around the World” party.
Our president was gone this weekend and so we decided to rage by
bringing back the global themed party for the second year in a row. I
quickly looked in my closet and decided to go as an Irish rugby player
and drink for team Ireland. Drink is a loose term, so to properly capture
what I did I’ll assign a new term: Pound. I pounded drinks for a solid two
hours  and boy oh boy was that a bad decision. I’ve been running
through this all day and I think I have a final count of:
» 5 shots of whiskey
» 3 cups of jungle juice
» 5 Irish car bombs
» 1 beer
All in about two hours. Not wise.
Which brings me to the final part of my title for this entry the porcelain
bowl aka the toilet. After miraculously making it back to the dorms, I
spent the next hour or two laying next to the toilet spewing my stomach
contents into an ‘oh so’ receptive intricate piece of plumbing. Luckily my
good friend Laura was there to provide me with comic relief and lots of
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H2O.
Tomorrow is a new day. Folklore midterm as well.
Miss you family.
Posted in Uncategorized | 2 Comments »
First Midterm, Weekend and Intramurals
October 18th, 2010 by enw
History 104 midterm today.
I’d say it went pretty well. No complaints or worries really. Good thing I
brought a bunch of extra green books since two people forgot them. I
don’t want to brag, but I basically saved those two kids’ grades.
Any-who. The weekend was super fun. Went and hung out with PhiPsi
and ate a lot of their food. Pasta primavera is sooooo bomb. I can’t wait
until I’m an unofficial brother next term and then possibly living in next
year. I met a lot of cool people as well; it seems like there are an
endless amount of brothers who’s names I really need to start
remembering. I also went on a facebook stalking rampage last night, and
tracked down as many PhiPsi’s as I could. I would like to thank my
sister, Jessica, for teaching me the beautiful ways of stalking.
Right now I’m downstairs in the lounge chilling with some of the floor-
mates, all of us on our laptops, doing the typical college thing: Facebook,
read a little, facebook, write a little, facebook, facebook, facebook, read
a little.
I missed my brothers first varsity football game last Friday. Really wish I
could have been there to watch him play as a sophomore, would have
been awesome.
Oh well. He has two more years to play varsity and I’ll be able to watch
his preseason next year.
Miss you Garrett. Keep tearin’ it up on the turf.
Tonight team Ownage will be dominating some poor, innocent team, that
probably hasn’t done anything wrong, on the basketball court. At 9pm
tonight, we take the court and begin our battle to the top.
Results to follow.
Posted in Uncategorized | No Comments »
Autzen & Mass on the Grass.
October 14th, 2010 by enw
So yesterday Riley and I played basketball as usual. Played with some
really aggressive upperclassmen, but we hung in there and lost by a
mere point. Not bad for a couple freshmen in my opinion. The rec was
pretty crowded though and so we only hung around to play that one
game. Side note: my space-bar is crapping out on me. After the
basketball game,we decided it would be smart to run to Autzen and
back. Although it felt good after the fact, the actual run was pretty
rough. It’s about a two mile round trip and we did it in about 25-30
minutes. definitely a good workout and we plan on making it part of our
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daily routine.
The run itself was filled with shouting “Freshmen 15 BABY!” and random
outbursts of “OOOOOOOO” as we ran around the last bend and the
Oregon “O” was visible over the tree line. In true school spirit fashion,
that invigorated our group and granted us the strength to run, not jog,
run, to the finish line: the gates of Autzen. It’s hard to explain the
feeling one gets when they see the O pop out of the trees, but it is most
assuredly inspiring and I strongly recommend it for anyone who has not
yet experienced it.
Once we made it back to the dorms it was off the showers as quickly as
possible as we had Mass on the Grass at 9.
Mass on the Grass. Surely an interesting concept, yes. It will go down as
one of my favorite masses though, as the priest was quite comical and
contemporary and everyone in attendance was a college student. Just
something about being surrounded by your peers and listening to the
Word really puts me in a good mood. I honestly didn’t realize how much
I missed reading the Bible and going to mass until last night. The
Newman center puts on a student mass every Wednesday at 9 and I am
planning on going every week.
Note to Mom: please send Bible when you get a chance. Also, if you can
find it, my journal from when I was homeless. Think it is under my desk.
K thanks love you! 
Posted in Uncategorized | No Comments »
Untitled.
October 13th, 2010 by enw
Blocked words,
Tongue tied
When I try to write,
I let myself subside
Long time has it been,
From this sacred paper
Seems like it forgot
Who was its fuckin maker
Expression cut short
Because I’ve lost my word
My muse
…
…
My beat, my heart, my drive
Where has it all gone?
Is it here? In these words
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Is it hidden in my mind?
Oh muse, oh muse
Come and take me away
Back in time, to when this was amus-
In with the flow and out with the dam
Yea, no more thinking, no more force
It’s back to instincts
It’s back to being me.
Posted in Uncategorized | No Comments »
The Rage of the Heater
October 11th, 2010 by enw
Day two of the Rage.
Rogue heater won’t shut off and I’m confident in my abilities to roast an
egg on the grate covering the vent. Updates / conquering of the Rogue
Heater to follow. Wish me luck my readers.
Also, I would like to write about chasing girls in an attempt to find one
that doesn’t run away from me; however, that’s a little too personal for
the “www.” Just know that I am in fact social with the opposite sex.
Folklore is repetitive.
Posted in Uncategorized | 1 Comment »
Basketball, Fraternities and Folklore.
October 11th, 2010 by enw
I joined a fraternity last Friday. I am officially in the 2010 pledge class of
Phi Kappa Psi. I’ve been over there a lot for the past two weeks and I’ve
really clicked with a lot of the guys there. They are a fairly new frat on
campus and are just establishing a lot of their traditions. I hung out with
a few of the guys one night and they just told us about the frat and what
they want with it and that’s what convinced me that it was the right
place for me. They’re all super laid back and are just looking for guys
that they can hang out with and have a great time. It’s not about the
hazing of the pledges or the paddling of freshmen, it’s just about  going
over there, making some great friends and having common experiences.
And on to basketball. Riley and I are on an Intramural team and are
planning on playing every night. So watch out Dad and Garrett, I’m going
to be a huge threat at Thanksgiving. We played at the rec last Saturday
and it was an awful experience for me. While watching Riley score the
majority of our points, I was left trying to keep up as my lack of practice
the past 7 months came back to haunt me. Luckily I wasn’t a total loss
to my team, my defensive skills are still pretty good, something I hope
will carry me through until my offense picks up.
Folklore. I don’t think that Martha Sims and Martine Stephens really
understand the concept of repetitiveness. There are only so many ways
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« Older Entries
to say that Folklore is indirectly learned; that folk groups can be small;
and that Folklore is below the main stream. So please, revise your book
and cut out the repeating themes. If you want to stress a point maybe
throw in some bold print. I don’t know, but don’t just say the same thing
over and over and over and over again. To stress this point and fully
make you understand, I will try and make a comment about the
repetitiveness of folklore in every one of my posts from here on out.
Thank you and goodnight.
Posted in Uncategorized | No Comments »
Library…Turns out it does exist
October 7th, 2010 by enw
Writing from the library study rooms right now. With me is my loyal
friend and fellow explorer, Aimee Staton aka Lolli Lover.
I love the library; although, it always seems a little morbid as you walk
into the lobby and through the turnstiles, because once you’re on the
other side, an astronomical shift occurs in the universe. You cross into
another dimension where quiet triumphs over noise and solitude is
welcome. It seems like everyone always studies alone, quietly and
unconditionally. In the Library, nothing bad can happen, the outside
world does not exist and we are alone.
Great place to study and write though. 
Posted in Uncategorized | No Comments »
Regarding the Freshmen 15…
October 6th, 2010 by enw
Everyone says that the freshmen 15 is put on because we freshmen
aren’t able to control our eating habits when introduced to the dining
commons that serve grease, soda, soft serve and more grease.
HOWEVER! I have made a recent discovery and have come to the
conclusion that it is in fact the care packages from loved ones that are
full of candy, popcorn and treats that pack on those lovely 15 pounds
that seem to go straight to my thighs. 
So, I love you mom and various family members more than anything, but
please send healthy options as well.
That is all. Thank you.
P.S. A lollipop never hurt anyone.
Posted in Uncategorized | 2 Comments »
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Away From Home
Just another UfoliO weblog
Been Away For Awhile.
So I know I haven’t updated for awhile; very sorry about that. I
know my millions of fans and readers are simply sitting on the
edge of their seats, constantly hitting the ‘refresh’ button waiting
for a new post to pop up. Well, here it is.
So Halloween was pretty fun. Spent it completely sober which was
definitely the right choice. DPS was rolling just about as deep as
the revelers which resulted in some close calls by friends and
some unhappy calls home by others. I went to some random
parties during the weekend and hung out with some of the frat
brothers as well as the hall mates. Sunday I spent in. The hall was
watching a movie and I was pretty worn out.
Monday night our Intramural Basketball team won our FIRST
game! WIHBNAKJNDFKJLNKJNDF>MNDAS>ND SOOOOOOOOOOOO
excited about that.
Sure it was too a small, slightly tired team, but hey! a win’s a
win.  Also, on wednesday our soccer team won. AGAIN. So we’ll
be seeded in the first slot once the tournament bracket is posted.
Really want to win that championship. It’d be soooooo awesome.
Riley is starring in a show on Saturday that a bunch of my hall
mates and I are going to. We’re all pretty excited about it as they
haven’t seen Riley act before and I know he’s really fun to watch.
OH! Paid off my first credit card bill today. Felt really good, super
grown up and mature. Having said that, as I was typing this I just
spilled my water all over my bed. Awesome.
Today we had a pledge meeting/event, and since all the pledges
didn’t do their homework, we all suffered. Into the Millrace we all
went. Some of us more lucky than others.
I was one of the unlucky ones as I am now sporting two gnarly
looking gashes on the underbelly of my foot. Some of you might
be thinking  that I need to get this checked on as the Millrace is
disgusting. Well, I am going to try and go tomorrow, and, yes, I
will be watching it closely. So not to worry.
OH! the pledge event. Right. We went to a Eugene Generals
hockey game.  it was interesting to say the least. We ended up
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just screaming and banging on the glass as obnoxiously as we
could and had a really great time doing it.
It won’t be so long in between submissions next time. Promise.
P.S. Love you mom for finding my Kairos Cross.
This entry was posted on Thursday, November 4th, 2010 at 10:01 pm and is filed
under Uncategorized. You can follow any responses to this entry through the RSS 2.0
feed. You can leave a response, or trackback from your own site.
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This is an example of a WordPress page, you could edit this to put
information about yourself or your site so readers know where you are
coming from. You can create as many pages like this one or sub-pages
as you like and manage all of your content inside of WordPress.
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Archive for November, 2010
Been Away For Awhile.
Thursday, November 4th, 2010
So I know I haven’t updated for awhile; very sorry about that. I know
my millions of fans and readers are simply sitting on the edge of their
seats, constantly hitting the ‘refresh’ button waiting for a new post to
pop up. Well, here it is.
So Halloween was pretty fun. Spent it completely sober which was
definitely the right choice. DPS was rolling just about as deep as the
revelers which resulted in some close calls by friends and some unhappy
calls home by others. I went to some random parties during the
weekend and hung out with some of the frat brothers as well as the hall
mates. Sunday I spent in. The hall was watching a movie and I was
pretty worn out.
Monday night our Intramural Basketball team won our FIRST game!
WIHBNAKJNDFKJLNKJNDF>MNDAS>ND SOOOOOOOOOOOO excited
about that.
Sure it was too a small, slightly tired team, but hey! a win’s a win.  Also,
on wednesday our soccer team won. AGAIN. So we’ll be seeded in the
first slot once the tournament bracket is posted. Really want to win that
championship. It’d be soooooo awesome.
Riley is starring in a show on Saturday that a bunch of my hall mates
and I are going to. We’re all pretty excited about it as they haven’t seen
Riley act before and I know he’s really fun to watch.
OH! Paid off my first credit card bill today. Felt really good, super grown
up and mature. Having said that, as I was typing this I just spilled my
water all over my bed. Awesome.
Today we had a pledge meeting/event, and since all the pledges didn’t
do their homework, we all suffered. Into the Millrace we all went. Some
of us more lucky than others.
I was one of the unlucky ones as I am now sporting two gnarly looking
gashes on the underbelly of my foot. Some of you might be thinking  that
I need to get this checked on as the Millrace is disgusting. Well, I am
going to try and go tomorrow, and, yes, I will be watching it closely. So
not to worry.
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OH! the pledge event. Right. We went to a Eugene Generals hockey
game.  it was interesting to say the least. We ended up just screaming
and banging on the glass as obnoxiously as we could and had a really
great time doing it.
It won’t be so long in between submissions next time. Promise.
P.S. Love you mom for finding my Kairos Cross.
Posted in Uncategorized | No Comments »
Away From Home is proudly powered by WordPress MU running on UfoliO. Create a new blog and join in the fun! 
Entries (RSS) and Comments (RSS).
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Archive for October, 2010
Folklore midterm
Monday, October 25th, 2010
Basically dominated that test. Did not think it was going to be as easy as
it was, but, alas, college never ceases to amaze me.
Posted in Uncategorized | No Comments »
Grades, Barns and The Drinks of the World featuring my
new friend “The Porcelain Bowl”
Sunday, October 24th, 2010
So I got my first midterm grade back: B. Not incredibly happy with it,
but it’s better than a lot of other people. I really need to focus on what
the question is asking and trim the fat of my short answers. Right now I
have a solid B in that class, possibly a B+ but it’s college, pluses don’t
mean much anymore do they?
I also took my math midterm on Friday, not too hard at all and I’m
hoping to get that grade tomorrow, but who knows?
Went to Alpha Phi’s Barn Party with my friend from high school Ashley
Ternan. It was a lot of fun and I’m really happy I rallied through my cold
to go. Unfortunately, our other friend, Katie, had one too many drinks
and ended up going back to her room shortly after arriving at the
location of the party. We took a buss about 20 minutes outside of
Eugene to get to our barn, which was more of a warehouse with saw
dust on the ground, but either way, it was awesome. Good music, fun
people and great outfits are all anyone really needs to have a good time.
Speaking of good times; Saturday and PhiPsi’s “Around the World” party.
Our president was gone this weekend and so we decided to rage by
bringing back the global themed party for the second year in a row. I
quickly looked in my closet and decided to go as an Irish rugby player
and drink for team Ireland. Drink is a loose term, so to properly capture
what I did I’ll assign a new term: Pound. I pounded drinks for a solid two
hours  and boy oh boy was that a bad decision. I’ve been running
through this all day and I think I have a final count of:
» 5 shots of whiskey
» 3 cups of jungle juice
» 5 Irish car bombs
» 1 beer
All in about two hours. Not wise.
Which brings me to the final part of my title for this entry the porcelain
bowl aka the toilet. After miraculously making it back to the dorms, I
spent the next hour or two laying next to the toilet spewing my stomach
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contents into an ‘oh so’ receptive intricate piece of plumbing. Luckily my
good friend Laura was there to provide me with comic relief and lots of
H2O.
Tomorrow is a new day. Folklore midterm as well.
Miss you family.
Posted in Uncategorized | 2 Comments »
First Midterm, Weekend and Intramurals
Monday, October 18th, 2010
History 104 midterm today.
I’d say it went pretty well. No complaints or worries really. Good thing I
brought a bunch of extra green books since two people forgot them. I
don’t want to brag, but I basically saved those two kids’ grades.
Any-who. The weekend was super fun. Went and hung out with PhiPsi
and ate a lot of their food. Pasta primavera is sooooo bomb. I can’t wait
until I’m an unofficial brother next term and then possibly living in next
year. I met a lot of cool people as well; it seems like there are an
endless amount of brothers who’s names I really need to start
remembering. I also went on a facebook stalking rampage last night, and
tracked down as many PhiPsi’s as I could. I would like to thank my
sister, Jessica, for teaching me the beautiful ways of stalking.
Right now I’m downstairs in the lounge chilling with some of the floor-
mates, all of us on our laptops, doing the typical college thing: Facebook,
read a little, facebook, write a little, facebook, facebook, facebook, read
a little.
I missed my brothers first varsity football game last Friday. Really wish I
could have been there to watch him play as a sophomore, would have
been awesome.
Oh well. He has two more years to play varsity and I’ll be able to watch
his preseason next year.
Miss you Garrett. Keep tearin’ it up on the turf.
Tonight team Ownage will be dominating some poor, innocent team, that
probably hasn’t done anything wrong, on the basketball court. At 9pm
tonight, we take the court and begin our battle to the top.
Results to follow.
Posted in Uncategorized | No Comments »
Autzen & Mass on the Grass.
Thursday, October 14th, 2010
So yesterday Riley and I played basketball as usual. Played with some
really aggressive upperclassmen, but we hung in there and lost by a
mere point. Not bad for a couple freshmen in my opinion. The rec was
pretty crowded though and so we only hung around to play that one
game. Side note: my space-bar is crapping out on me. After the
basketball game,we decided it would be smart to run to Autzen and
back. Although it felt good after the fact, the actual run was pretty
rough. It’s about a two mile round trip and we did it in about 25-30
minutes. definitely a good workout and we plan on making it part of our
daily routine.
The run itself was filled with shouting “Freshmen 15 BABY!” and random
outbursts of “OOOOOOOO” as we ran around the last bend and the
Oregon “O” was visible over the tree line. In true school spirit fashion,
that invigorated our group and granted us the strength to run, not jog,
run, to the finish line: the gates of Autzen. It’s hard to explain the
feeling one gets when they see the O pop out of the trees, but it is most
assuredly inspiring and I strongly recommend it for anyone who has not
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yet experienced it.
Once we made it back to the dorms it was off the showers as quickly as
possible as we had Mass on the Grass at 9.
Mass on the Grass. Surely an interesting concept, yes. It will go down as
one of my favorite masses though, as the priest was quite comical and
contemporary and everyone in attendance was a college student. Just
something about being surrounded by your peers and listening to the
Word really puts me in a good mood. I honestly didn’t realize how much
I missed reading the Bible and going to mass until last night. The
Newman center puts on a student mass every Wednesday at 9 and I am
planning on going every week.
Note to Mom: please send Bible when you get a chance. Also, if you can
find it, my journal from when I was homeless. Think it is under my desk.
K thanks love you! 
Posted in Uncategorized | No Comments »
Untitled.
Wednesday, October 13th, 2010
Blocked words,
Tongue tied
When I try to write,
I let myself subside
Long time has it been,
From this sacred paper
Seems like it forgot
Who was its fuckin maker
Expression cut short
Because I’ve lost my word
My muse
…
…
My beat, my heart, my drive
Where has it all gone?
Is it here? In these words
Is it hidden in my mind?
Oh muse, oh muse
Come and take me away
Back in time, to when this was amus-
In with the flow and out with the dam
Yea, no more thinking, no more force
It’s back to instincts
It’s back to being me.
Posted in Uncategorized | No Comments »
The Rage of the Heater
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Monday, October 11th, 2010
Day two of the Rage.
Rogue heater won’t shut off and I’m confident in my abilities to roast an
egg on the grate covering the vent. Updates / conquering of the Rogue
Heater to follow. Wish me luck my readers.
Also, I would like to write about chasing girls in an attempt to find one
that doesn’t run away from me; however, that’s a little too personal for
the “www.” Just know that I am in fact social with the opposite sex.
Folklore is repetitive.
Posted in Uncategorized | 1 Comment »
Basketball, Fraternities and Folklore.
Monday, October 11th, 2010
I joined a fraternity last Friday. I am officially in the 2010 pledge class of
Phi Kappa Psi. I’ve been over there a lot for the past two weeks and I’ve
really clicked with a lot of the guys there. They are a fairly new frat on
campus and are just establishing a lot of their traditions. I hung out with
a few of the guys one night and they just told us about the frat and what
they want with it and that’s what convinced me that it was the right
place for me. They’re all super laid back and are just looking for guys
that they can hang out with and have a great time. It’s not about the
hazing of the pledges or the paddling of freshmen, it’s just about  going
over there, making some great friends and having common experiences.
And on to basketball. Riley and I are on an Intramural team and are
planning on playing every night. So watch out Dad and Garrett, I’m going
to be a huge threat at Thanksgiving. We played at the rec last Saturday
and it was an awful experience for me. While watching Riley score the
majority of our points, I was left trying to keep up as my lack of practice
the past 7 months came back to haunt me. Luckily I wasn’t a total loss
to my team, my defensive skills are still pretty good, something I hope
will carry me through until my offense picks up.
Folklore. I don’t think that Martha Sims and Martine Stephens really
understand the concept of repetitiveness. There are only so many ways
to say that Folklore is indirectly learned; that folk groups can be small;
and that Folklore is below the main stream. So please, revise your book
and cut out the repeating themes. If you want to stress a point maybe
throw in some bold print. I don’t know, but don’t just say the same thing
over and over and over and over again. To stress this point and fully
make you understand, I will try and make a comment about the
repetitiveness of folklore in every one of my posts from here on out.
Thank you and goodnight.
Posted in Uncategorized | No Comments »
Library…Turns out it does exist
Thursday, October 7th, 2010
Writing from the library study rooms right now. With me is my loyal
friend and fellow explorer, Aimee Staton aka Lolli Lover.
I love the library; although, it always seems a little morbid as you walk
into the lobby and through the turnstiles, because once you’re on the
other side, an astronomical shift occurs in the universe. You cross into
another dimension where quiet triumphs over noise and solitude is
welcome. It seems like everyone always studies alone, quietly and
unconditionally. In the Library, nothing bad can happen, the outside
world does not exist and we are alone.
Great place to study and write though. 
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Regarding the Freshmen 15…
Wednesday, October 6th, 2010
Everyone says that the freshmen 15 is put on because we freshmen
aren’t able to control our eating habits when introduced to the dining
commons that serve grease, soda, soft serve and more grease.
HOWEVER! I have made a recent discovery and have come to the
conclusion that it is in fact the care packages from loved ones that are
full of candy, popcorn and treats that pack on those lovely 15 pounds
that seem to go straight to my thighs. 
So, I love you mom and various family members more than anything, but
please send healthy options as well.
That is all. Thank you.
P.S. A lollipop never hurt anyone.
Posted in Uncategorized | 2 Comments »
Week 1 recap cont.
Monday, October 4th, 2010
So where was I?
Ah yes. The game.
The second half was most definitely dominated by us ducks. We came
out with a new aggression and energy that was absent in the first half,
and with it, we took over the game and won.
Watching the fans descend onto the field to celebrate was one of envy
and pride. I wished I could be down there with my fellow classmates;
moshing and mobbing on the 50 yard line, gloating like good college kids
do. However, those at the top of the stadium do not get to rush the field,
circumstance and geographic position prohibit it and yet, gazing upon an
entire flock of Ducks celebrating was all I needed. I knew I was there in
spirit and that there would be plenty of celebration to come once we
were outside the Autzen walls.
Brief description of the next hour or so after the
game:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
walking, talking on phones, waiting, walking, changing, walking, DOUGH
CO!
Dough co:
The place to be let me tell you. Best calzones this side of the Mississippi.
Once me and my boys, Kris and Riley with a few more odd balls thrown
into our motley crew, arrived at Dough Co, we placed our orders and
then joined in the conversation of the preceeding game. We sat with a
few other undergrad freshmen and chatted about the game, classes and
our first week. Talk then turned to the young night ahead of all of us. We
called friends, classmates and informants searching for leads to parties.
We finally got a few and set off in seperate directions, loaded with our
freshmen demeanors and each others cell numbers, searching for the
most bumpin’ parties.
Brief description of the rest of the
night:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
walking, talking, walking, walking, D.P.S. (breaking up fights and rowdy
parties), walking, sitting, walking, 7-11 (soda time) then walking home.
Home around 1am. Here I said goodbye to my buddies and retired to my
room to sleep.
End Week 1
Posted in Uncategorized | 2 Comments »
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Been Away For Awhile.
Thursday, November 4th, 2010
So I know I haven’t updated for awhile; very sorry about that. I know
my millions of fans and readers are simply sitting on the edge of their
seats, constantly hitting the ‘refresh’ button waiting for a new post to
pop up. Well, here it is.
So Halloween was pretty fun. Spent it completely sober which was
definitely the right choice. DPS was rolling just about as deep as the
revelers which resulted in some close calls by friends and some unhappy
calls home by others. I went to some random parties during the
weekend and hung out with some of the frat brothers as well as the hall
mates. Sunday I spent in. The hall was watching a movie and I was
pretty worn out.
Monday night our Intramural Basketball team won our FIRST game!
WIHBNAKJNDFKJLNKJNDF>MNDAS>ND SOOOOOOOOOOOO excited
about that.
Sure it was too a small, slightly tired team, but hey! a win’s a win.  Also,
on wednesday our soccer team won. AGAIN. So we’ll be seeded in the
first slot once the tournament bracket is posted. Really want to win that
championship. It’d be soooooo awesome.
Riley is starring in a show on Saturday that a bunch of my hall mates
and I are going to. We’re all pretty excited about it as they haven’t seen
Riley act before and I know he’s really fun to watch.
OH! Paid off my first credit card bill today. Felt really good, super grown
up and mature. Having said that, as I was typing this I just spilled my
water all over my bed. Awesome.
Today we had a pledge meeting/event, and since all the pledges didn’t
do their homework, we all suffered. Into the Millrace we all went. Some
of us more lucky than others.
I was one of the unlucky ones as I am now sporting two gnarly looking
gashes on the underbelly of my foot. Some of you might be thinking  that
I need to get this checked on as the Millrace is disgusting. Well, I am
going to try and go tomorrow, and, yes, I will be watching it closely. So
not to worry.
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OH! the pledge event. Right. We went to a Eugene Generals hockey
game.  it was interesting to say the least. We ended up just screaming
and banging on the glass as obnoxiously as we could and had a really
great time doing it.
It won’t be so long in between submissions next time. Promise.
P.S. Love you mom for finding my Kairos Cross.
Posted in Uncategorized | No Comments »
Folklore midterm
Monday, October 25th, 2010
Basically dominated that test. Did not think it was going to be as easy as
it was, but, alas, college never ceases to amaze me.
Posted in Uncategorized | No Comments »
Grades, Barns and The Drinks of the World featuring my
new friend “The Porcelain Bowl”
Sunday, October 24th, 2010
So I got my first midterm grade back: B. Not incredibly happy with it,
but it’s better than a lot of other people. I really need to focus on what
the question is asking and trim the fat of my short answers. Right now I
have a solid B in that class, possibly a B+ but it’s college, pluses don’t
mean much anymore do they?
I also took my math midterm on Friday, not too hard at all and I’m
hoping to get that grade tomorrow, but who knows?
Went to Alpha Phi’s Barn Party with my friend from high school Ashley
Ternan. It was a lot of fun and I’m really happy I rallied through my cold
to go. Unfortunately, our other friend, Katie, had one too many drinks
and ended up going back to her room shortly after arriving at the
location of the party. We took a buss about 20 minutes outside of
Eugene to get to our barn, which was more of a warehouse with saw
dust on the ground, but either way, it was awesome. Good music, fun
people and great outfits are all anyone really needs to have a good time.
Speaking of good times; Saturday and PhiPsi’s “Around the World” party.
Our president was gone this weekend and so we decided to rage by
bringing back the global themed party for the second year in a row. I
quickly looked in my closet and decided to go as an Irish rugby player
and drink for team Ireland. Drink is a loose term, so to properly capture
what I did I’ll assign a new term: Pound. I pounded drinks for a solid two
hours  and boy oh boy was that a bad decision. I’ve been running
through this all day and I think I have a final count of:
» 5 shots of whiskey
» 3 cups of jungle juice
» 5 Irish car bombs
» 1 beer
All in about two hours. Not wise.
Which brings me to the final part of my title for this entry the porcelain
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bowl aka the toilet. After miraculously making it back to the dorms, I
spent the next hour or two laying next to the toilet spewing my stomach
contents into an ‘oh so’ receptive intricate piece of plumbing. Luckily my
good friend Laura was there to provide me with comic relief and lots of
H2O.
Tomorrow is a new day. Folklore midterm as well.
Miss you family.
Posted in Uncategorized | 2 Comments »
First Midterm, Weekend and Intramurals
Monday, October 18th, 2010
History 104 midterm today.
I’d say it went pretty well. No complaints or worries really. Good thing I
brought a bunch of extra green books since two people forgot them. I
don’t want to brag, but I basically saved those two kids’ grades.
Any-who. The weekend was super fun. Went and hung out with PhiPsi
and ate a lot of their food. Pasta primavera is sooooo bomb. I can’t wait
until I’m an unofficial brother next term and then possibly living in next
year. I met a lot of cool people as well; it seems like there are an
endless amount of brothers who’s names I really need to start
remembering. I also went on a facebook stalking rampage last night, and
tracked down as many PhiPsi’s as I could. I would like to thank my
sister, Jessica, for teaching me the beautiful ways of stalking.
Right now I’m downstairs in the lounge chilling with some of the floor-
mates, all of us on our laptops, doing the typical college thing: Facebook,
read a little, facebook, write a little, facebook, facebook, facebook, read
a little.
I missed my brothers first varsity football game last Friday. Really wish I
could have been there to watch him play as a sophomore, would have
been awesome.
Oh well. He has two more years to play varsity and I’ll be able to watch
his preseason next year.
Miss you Garrett. Keep tearin’ it up on the turf.
Tonight team Ownage will be dominating some poor, innocent team, that
probably hasn’t done anything wrong, on the basketball court. At 9pm
tonight, we take the court and begin our battle to the top.
Results to follow.
Posted in Uncategorized | No Comments »
Autzen & Mass on the Grass.
Thursday, October 14th, 2010
So yesterday Riley and I played basketball as usual. Played with some
really aggressive upperclassmen, but we hung in there and lost by a
mere point. Not bad for a couple freshmen in my opinion. The rec was
pretty crowded though and so we only hung around to play that one
game. Side note: my space-bar is crapping out on me. After the
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basketball game,we decided it would be smart to run to Autzen and
back. Although it felt good after the fact, the actual run was pretty
rough. It’s about a two mile round trip and we did it in about 25-30
minutes. definitely a good workout and we plan on making it part of our
daily routine.
The run itself was filled with shouting “Freshmen 15 BABY!” and random
outbursts of “OOOOOOOO” as we ran around the last bend and the
Oregon “O” was visible over the tree line. In true school spirit fashion,
that invigorated our group and granted us the strength to run, not jog,
run, to the finish line: the gates of Autzen. It’s hard to explain the
feeling one gets when they see the O pop out of the trees, but it is most
assuredly inspiring and I strongly recommend it for anyone who has not
yet experienced it.
Once we made it back to the dorms it was off the showers as quickly as
possible as we had Mass on the Grass at 9.
Mass on the Grass. Surely an interesting concept, yes. It will go down as
one of my favorite masses though, as the priest was quite comical and
contemporary and everyone in attendance was a college student. Just
something about being surrounded by your peers and listening to the
Word really puts me in a good mood. I honestly didn’t realize how much
I missed reading the Bible and going to mass until last night. The
Newman center puts on a student mass every Wednesday at 9 and I am
planning on going every week.
Note to Mom: please send Bible when you get a chance. Also, if you can
find it, my journal from when I was homeless. Think it is under my desk.
K thanks love you! 
Posted in Uncategorized | No Comments »
Untitled.
Wednesday, October 13th, 2010
Blocked words,
Tongue tied
When I try to write,
I let myself subside
Long time has it been,
From this sacred paper
Seems like it forgot
Who was its fuckin maker
Expression cut short
Because I’ve lost my word
My muse
…
…
My beat, my heart, my drive
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Where has it all gone?
Is it here? In these words
Is it hidden in my mind?
Oh muse, oh muse
Come and take me away
Back in time, to when this was amus-
In with the flow and out with the dam
Yea, no more thinking, no more force
It’s back to instincts
It’s back to being me.
Posted in Uncategorized | No Comments »
The Rage of the Heater
Monday, October 11th, 2010
Day two of the Rage.
Rogue heater won’t shut off and I’m confident in my abilities to roast an
egg on the grate covering the vent. Updates / conquering of the Rogue
Heater to follow. Wish me luck my readers.
Also, I would like to write about chasing girls in an attempt to find one
that doesn’t run away from me; however, that’s a little too personal for
the “www.” Just know that I am in fact social with the opposite sex.
Folklore is repetitive.
Posted in Uncategorized | 1 Comment »
Basketball, Fraternities and Folklore.
Monday, October 11th, 2010
I joined a fraternity last Friday. I am officially in the 2010 pledge class of
Phi Kappa Psi. I’ve been over there a lot for the past two weeks and I’ve
really clicked with a lot of the guys there. They are a fairly new frat on
campus and are just establishing a lot of their traditions. I hung out with
a few of the guys one night and they just told us about the frat and what
they want with it and that’s what convinced me that it was the right
place for me. They’re all super laid back and are just looking for guys
that they can hang out with and have a great time. It’s not about the
hazing of the pledges or the paddling of freshmen, it’s just about  going
over there, making some great friends and having common experiences.
And on to basketball. Riley and I are on an Intramural team and are
planning on playing every night. So watch out Dad and Garrett, I’m going
to be a huge threat at Thanksgiving. We played at the rec last Saturday
and it was an awful experience for me. While watching Riley score the
majority of our points, I was left trying to keep up as my lack of practice
the past 7 months came back to haunt me. Luckily I wasn’t a total loss
to my team, my defensive skills are still pretty good, something I hope
will carry me through until my offense picks up.
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Folklore. I don’t think that Martha Sims and Martine Stephens really
understand the concept of repetitiveness. There are only so many ways
to say that Folklore is indirectly learned; that folk groups can be small;
and that Folklore is below the main stream. So please, revise your book
and cut out the repeating themes. If you want to stress a point maybe
throw in some bold print. I don’t know, but don’t just say the same thing
over and over and over and over again. To stress this point and fully
make you understand, I will try and make a comment about the
repetitiveness of folklore in every one of my posts from here on out.
Thank you and goodnight.
Posted in Uncategorized | No Comments »
Library…Turns out it does exist
Thursday, October 7th, 2010
Writing from the library study rooms right now. With me is my loyal
friend and fellow explorer, Aimee Staton aka Lolli Lover.
I love the library; although, it always seems a little morbid as you walk
into the lobby and through the turnstiles, because once you’re on the
other side, an astronomical shift occurs in the universe. You cross into
another dimension where quiet triumphs over noise and solitude is
welcome. It seems like everyone always studies alone, quietly and
unconditionally. In the Library, nothing bad can happen, the outside
world does not exist and we are alone.
Great place to study and write though. 
Posted in Uncategorized | No Comments »
Regarding the Freshmen 15…
Wednesday, October 6th, 2010
Everyone says that the freshmen 15 is put on because we freshmen
aren’t able to control our eating habits when introduced to the dining
commons that serve grease, soda, soft serve and more grease.
HOWEVER! I have made a recent discovery and have come to the
conclusion that it is in fact the care packages from loved ones that are
full of candy, popcorn and treats that pack on those lovely 15 pounds
that seem to go straight to my thighs. 
So, I love you mom and various family members more than anything, but
please send healthy options as well.
That is all. Thank you.
P.S. A lollipop never hurt anyone.
Posted in Uncategorized | 2 Comments »
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« Grades, Barns and The Drinks of the World featuring my new friend
“The Porcelain Bowl”
Been Away For Awhile. »
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Folklore midterm
Basically dominated that test. Did not think it was going to be as
easy as it was, but, alas, college never ceases to amaze me.
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Grades, Barns and The Drinks of the World
featuring my new friend “The Porcelain Bowl”
So I got my first midterm grade back: B. Not incredibly happy
with it, but it’s better than a lot of other people. I really need to
focus on what the question is asking and trim the fat of my short
answers. Right now I have a solid B in that class, possibly a B+
but it’s college, pluses don’t mean much anymore do they?
I also took my math midterm on Friday, not too hard at all and
I’m hoping to get that grade tomorrow, but who knows?
Went to Alpha Phi’s Barn Party with my friend from high school
Ashley Ternan. It was a lot of fun and I’m really happy I rallied
through my cold to go. Unfortunately, our other friend, Katie, had
one too many drinks and ended up going back to her room shortly
after arriving at the location of the party. We took a buss about 20
minutes outside of Eugene to get to our barn, which was more of
a warehouse with saw dust on the ground, but either way, it was
awesome. Good music, fun people and great outfits are all anyone
really needs to have a good time.
Speaking of good times; Saturday and PhiPsi’s “Around the World”
party. Our president was gone this weekend and so we decided to
rage by bringing back the global themed party for the second year
in a row. I quickly looked in my closet and decided to go as an
Irish rugby player and drink for team Ireland. Drink is a loose
term, so to properly capture what I did I’ll assign a new term:
Pound. I pounded drinks for a solid two hours  and boy oh boy
was that a bad decision. I’ve been running through this all day
and I think I have a final count of:
» 5 shots of whiskey
» 3 cups of jungle juice
» 5 Irish car bombs
» 1 beer
All in about two hours. Not wise.
Which brings me to the final part of my title for this entry the
porcelain bowl aka the toilet. After miraculously making it back to
the dorms, I spent the next hour or two laying next to the toilet
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spewing my stomach contents into an ‘oh so’ receptive intricate
piece of plumbing. Luckily my good friend Laura was there to
provide me with comic relief and lots of H2O.
Tomorrow is a new day. Folklore midterm as well.
Miss you family.
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LolliLover says:
October 26, 2010 at 8:33 pm
super cute 
lbarbour says:
October 29, 2010 at 1:19 am
Never letting you live this down. Ever.
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First Midterm, Weekend and Intramurals
History 104 midterm today.
I’d say it went pretty well. No complaints or worries really. Good
thing I brought a bunch of extra green books since two people
forgot them. I don’t want to brag, but I basically saved those two
kids’ grades.
Any-who. The weekend was super fun. Went and hung out with
PhiPsi and ate a lot of their food. Pasta primavera is sooooo bomb.
I can’t wait until I’m an unofficial brother next term and then
possibly living in next year. I met a lot of cool people as well; it
seems like there are an endless amount of brothers who’s names I
really need to start remembering. I also went on a facebook
stalking rampage last night, and tracked down as many PhiPsi’s as
I could. I would like to thank my sister, Jessica, for teaching me
the beautiful ways of stalking.
Right now I’m downstairs in the lounge chilling with some of the
floor-mates, all of us on our laptops, doing the typical college
thing: Facebook, read a little, facebook, write a little, facebook,
facebook, facebook, read a little.
I missed my brothers first varsity football game last Friday. Really
wish I could have been there to watch him play as a sophomore,
would have been awesome.
Oh well. He has two more years to play varsity and I’ll be able to
watch his preseason next year.
Miss you Garrett. Keep tearin’ it up on the turf.
Tonight team Ownage will be dominating some poor, innocent
team, that probably hasn’t done anything wrong, on the basketball
court. At 9pm tonight, we take the court and begin our battle to
the top.
Results to follow.
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Autzen & Mass on the Grass.
So yesterday Riley and I played basketball as usual. Played with
some really aggressive upperclassmen, but we hung in there and
lost by a mere point. Not bad for a couple freshmen in my
opinion. The rec was pretty crowded though and so we only hung
around to play that one game. Side note: my space-bar is
crapping out on me. After the basketball game,we decided it
would be smart to run to Autzen and back. Although it felt good
after the fact, the actual run was pretty rough. It’s about a two
mile round trip and we did it in about 25-30 minutes. definitely a
good workout and we plan on making it part of our daily routine.
The run itself was filled with shouting “Freshmen 15 BABY!” and
random outbursts of “OOOOOOOO” as we ran around the last
bend and the Oregon “O” was visible over the tree line. In true
school spirit fashion, that invigorated our group and granted us
the strength to run, not jog, run, to the finish line: the gates of
Autzen. It’s hard to explain the feeling one gets when they see the
O pop out of the trees, but it is most assuredly inspiring and I
strongly recommend it for anyone who has not yet experienced it.
Once we made it back to the dorms it was off the showers as
quickly as possible as we had Mass on the Grass at 9.
Mass on the Grass. Surely an interesting concept, yes. It will go
down as one of my favorite masses though, as the priest was
quite comical and contemporary and everyone in attendance was a
college student. Just something about being surrounded by your
peers and listening to the Word really puts me in a good mood. I
honestly didn’t realize how much I missed reading the Bible and
going to mass until last night. The Newman center puts on a
student mass every Wednesday at 9 and I am planning on going
every week.
Note to Mom: please send Bible when you get a chance. Also, if
you can find it, my journal from when I was homeless. Think it is
under my desk. K thanks love you! 
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Untitled.
Blocked words,
Tongue tied
When I try to write,
I let myself subside
Long time has it been,
From this sacred paper
Seems like it forgot
Who was its fuckin maker
Expression cut short
Because I’ve lost my word
My muse
…
…
My beat, my heart, my drive
Where has it all gone?
Is it here? In these words
Is it hidden in my mind?
Oh muse, oh muse
Come and take me away
Back in time, to when this was amus-
In with the flow and out with the dam
Yea, no more thinking, no more force
It’s back to instincts
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It’s back to being me.
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The Rage of the Heater
Day two of the Rage.
Rogue heater won’t shut off and I’m confident in my abilities to
roast an egg on the grate covering the vent. Updates / conquering
of the Rogue Heater to follow. Wish me luck my readers.
Also, I would like to write about chasing girls in an attempt to find
one that doesn’t run away from me; however, that’s a little too
personal for the “www.” Just know that I am in fact social with
the opposite sex.
Folklore is repetitive.
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villeneu says:
October 13, 2010 at 11:56 am
Dude, get used to the heater. Fingers crossed for colder weather.
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Basketball, Fraternities and Folklore.
I joined a fraternity last Friday. I am officially in the 2010 pledge
class of Phi Kappa Psi. I’ve been over there a lot for the past two
weeks and I’ve really clicked with a lot of the guys there. They are
a fairly new frat on campus and are just establishing a lot of their
traditions. I hung out with a few of the guys one night and they
just told us about the frat and what they want with it and that’s
what convinced me that it was the right place for me. They’re all
super laid back and are just looking for guys that they can hang
out with and have a great time. It’s not about the hazing of the
pledges or the paddling of freshmen, it’s just about  going over
there, making some great friends and having common
experiences.
And on to basketball. Riley and I are on an Intramural team and
are planning on playing every night. So watch out Dad and
Garrett, I’m going to be a huge threat at Thanksgiving. We played
at the rec last Saturday and it was an awful experience for me.
While watching Riley score the majority of our points, I was left
trying to keep up as my lack of practice the past 7 months came
back to haunt me. Luckily I wasn’t a total loss to my team, my
defensive skills are still pretty good, something I hope will carry
me through until my offense picks up.
Folklore. I don’t think that Martha Sims and Martine Stephens
really understand the concept of repetitiveness. There are only so
many ways to say that Folklore is indirectly learned; that folk
groups can be small; and that Folklore is below the main stream.
So please, revise your book and cut out the repeating themes. If
you want to stress a point maybe throw in some bold print. I don’t
know, but don’t just say the same thing over and over and over
and over again. To stress this point and fully make you
understand, I will try and make a comment about the
repetitiveness of folklore in every one of my posts from here on
out.
Thank you and goodnight.
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So where was I?
Ah yes. The game.
The second half was most definitely dominated by us ducks. We came
out with a new aggression and energy that was absent in the first half,
and with it, we took over the game and won.
Watching the fans descend onto the field to celebrate was one of envy
and pride. I wished I could be down there with my fellow classmates;
moshing and mobbing on the 50 yard line, gloating like good college kids
do. However, those at the top of the stadium do not get to rush the field,
circumstance and geographic position prohibit it and yet, gazing upon an
entire flock of Ducks celebrating was all I needed. I knew I was there in
spirit and that there would be plenty of celebration to come once we
were outside the Autzen walls.
Brief description of the next hour or so after the
game:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
walking, talking on phones, waiting, walking, changing, walking, DOUGH
CO!
Dough co:
The place to be let me tell you. Best calzones this side of the Mississippi.
Once me and my boys, Kris and Riley with a few more odd balls thrown
into our motley crew, arrived at Dough Co, we placed our orders and
then joined in the conversation of the preceeding game. We sat with a
few other undergrad freshmen and chatted about the game, classes and
our first week. Talk then turned to the young night ahead of all of us. We
called friends, classmates and informants searching for leads to parties.
We finally got a few and set off in seperate directions, loaded with our
freshmen demeanors and each others cell numbers, searching for the
most bumpin’ parties.
Brief description of the rest of the
night:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
walking, talking, walking, walking, D.P.S. (breaking up fights and rowdy
parties), walking, sitting, walking, 7-11 (soda time) then walking home.
Home around 1am. Here I said goodbye to my buddies and retired to my
room to sleep.
End Week 1
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So, week one away from home. I can honestly say that from buying
books to finding classes to tackling the first of many reading
assignments, I had a great time. The first week was absolutely crazy as I
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shuffled, or ran, from one end of campus to the other. For the first time
in quite some time, I didn’t have my mommy there to wake me up in the
morning. Instead I woke up to the rough and ready voice of Kenny
Chesney singing ‘Summer Time.’ Trust me, that has changed. Something
about a rich and famous country star going on about how great summer
is, just isn’t quite what I want to wake up to as I get ready for my 9am
class. Thinking back on week 1, I am excited about the coming term. All
of my professors have impressed me with their knowledge and passion
for their unique subject; this aura pulsates through the classroom and
enables me to truly enjoy and learn what they are talking about. I am
most impressed with my World Histories teacher, as she has been able to
grasp my attention every time she speaks of the ancient dynasties of
South Western Asia.
As for the weekend. Well, the Ducks taking on the up-and-coming
Stanford on my birthday fell nothing short of amazing. The fight never
left our Flock as we watched our team fall behind the mighty Stanford
during the first half, with only the tiniest of flames keeping us warm and
motivated. However, as the Ducks poured out of the locker room at half,
we all roared back to life; the second half would be ours, and with it, the
game.
Further documentation to follow later today. I need to go and meet with
my spanish partner right now.
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Library…Turns out it does exist
Writing from the library study rooms right now. With me is my
loyal friend and fellow explorer, Aimee Staton aka Lolli Lover.
I love the library; although, it always seems a little morbid as you
walk into the lobby and through the turnstiles, because once
you’re on the other side, an astronomical shift occurs in the
universe. You cross into another dimension where quiet triumphs
over noise and solitude is welcome. It seems like everyone always
studies alone, quietly and unconditionally. In the Library, nothing
bad can happen, the outside world does not exist and we are
alone.
Great place to study and write though. 
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Regarding the Freshmen 15…
Everyone says that the freshmen 15 is put on because we
freshmen aren’t able to control our eating habits when introduced
to the dining commons that serve grease, soda, soft serve and
more grease. HOWEVER! I have made a recent discovery and have
come to the conclusion that it is in fact the care packages from
loved ones that are full of candy, popcorn and treats that pack on
those lovely 15 pounds that seem to go straight to my thighs. 
So, I love you mom and various family members more than
anything, but please send healthy options as well.
That is all. Thank you.
P.S. A lollipop never hurt anyone.
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LolliLover says:
October 6, 2010 at 7:53 pm
I just received a package in the mail. It also contained candy,
popcorn and a nice Halloween note. I feel like I know you….
enw says:
October 6, 2010 at 10:41 pm
haha
it’s quite possible we received this package from the same person.
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